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THE MONODROMY PAIRING ON LOGARITHMIC 1-MOTIFS
JONATHAN WISE
Abstract. We describe a 3-step filtration on all logarithmic abelian varieties with constant
degeneration. The obstruction to descending this filtration, as a variegated extension, from
logarithmic geometry to algebraic geometry is encoded in a bilinear pairing valued in the
characteristic monoid of the base. This pairing is realized as the monodromy pairing in
p-adic, ℓ-adic, and Betti cohomolgies, and recovers the Picard–Lefschetz transformation in
the case of Jacobians. The Hodge realization of the filtration is the monodromy weight
filtration on the limit mixed Hodge structure.
1. Introduction
Let R be a strictly henselian discrete valuation ring with fraction field K and suppose that
AK is an abelian variety over K that extends to a group scheme A over R with semistable
reduction. Let X be the character lattice of the toric part Ator of the closed fiber, and let
Y be the character lattice of the toric part of the dual semistable degeneration. For each
prime number ℓ, Grothendieck defined a bilinear pairing (1.1), with the subscript ℓ denoting
completion at ℓ [Gro72b, §9]:
(1.1) Yℓ ×Xℓ → Zℓ
When ℓ is invertible in R, this pairing can be defined in terms of the monodromy action of
the inertia group on the ℓ-adic Tate module of A.
Grothendieck gives a second construction, valid for all ℓ, that we summarize below. The
Tate module U has a 3-step filtration, U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U2 = U , where U0 is the Tate module of
the toric part of the special fiber, and U1 is the Tate module of the special fiber, also the
part fixed by the action of monodromy. The quotient U1/U0 is the abelian part of the Tate
module and U2/U1 is the moving part. The filtration may be variegated into two extensions,
0→ U0 → U1 → U1/U0 → 0
0→ U1/U0 → U2/U0 → U2/U1 → 0
both of which extend over all of R. The monodromy pairing arises as the obstruction to
extending U over R as a variegated extension (see Section 3).
It is not clear from Grothendieck’s definition that the monodromy pairing should be in-
tegrally defined, nor that it should be independent of ℓ. Grothendieck proves both of these
assertions [Gro72b, The´orm`e 10.4], by a combination of reduction to Jacobians of curves
and reduction to characteristic zero, where he may deduce an explicit tropical formula for
the monodromy pairing in terms of the Picard–Lefschetz transformation of a double point
degeneration.
In this paper and the sequel [MUWa] we will do precisely the reverse. A semistable
degeneration of abelian varieties naturally produces a logarithmic abelian variety on the
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special fiber. This logarithmic abelian variety has the structure of a quotient of a logarithmic
semiabelian variety by a lattice, and this will be our starting point in this paper. For a
construction of this uniformization in the language of logarithmic geometry, we direct the
reader to [KKN15, §§13–15], which reduces the logarithmic construction to the algebraic
one [Mum72, Ray71, BL85, BL84, FC90]. For Jacobians of logarithmic curves, an explicit
formula for the uniformization appears in [MW18], and we will give yet another construction
for a degenerating abelian variety in [MUWa].
Let A = A1/Y be a logarithmic abelian variety, the quotient of a semiabelian variety A1
by a lattice Y . Let A0 be the (logarithmic) toric part of A1 and let A2 = A. Then the
sequence of homomorphisms
A0 → A1 → A2
can be viewed as a 3-step filtration of A, in the sense of strictly commutative 2-groups. This
filtration produces two exact sequences
0→ A0 → A1 → A1/A0 → 0
0→ A1/A0 → A2/A0 → A2/A1 → 0
giving A the structure of a variegated extension. Both of these sequences are induced from
exact sequences of sheaves on the flat site of S, and we therefore obtain an obstruction to
descent of A, as a variegated extension, to the flat site of S. In Section 4, we recognize this
obstruction as a bilinear pairing between X and Y , valued in M gpS , where X is the character
lattice of A0 and Y is the kernel of A1 → A.
The bulk of this paper is devoted to constructing the p-adic, ℓ-adic, Betti, and Hodge
realizations of this obstruction, in Sections 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively, of this obstruction.
In all of those cases, the filtration on A becomes an honest filtration (i.e., of abelian groups
and not only of strictly commutative 2-groups). In the p-adic and ℓ-adic contexts, we obtain
Grothendieck’s construction. The Hodge realization recovers the limit mixed Hodge structure
on H1. In the case of a Jacobian, the monodromy pairing encodes the Picard–Lefschetz
transformation on H1. We explain in Section 9 how the e´tale and Betti realizations of the
monodromy pairing recover the Picard–Lefschetz transformations in those settings.
The calculations in Section 5 prove the integrality of Grothendieck’s monodromy pairing
directly, without the need for reduction to characteristic zero. (The reduction to Jacobians
is hidden in the construction of the logarithmic uniformization, and will be discussed in the
sequel [MUWa].) Combined with the construction of the logarithmic Jacobian in [MW18],
our calculations also recover the explicit formula for the monodromy pairing of a Jacobian,
again without the need to restrict to characteristic zero.
The integrality of the monodromy pairing can also be demonstrated very naturally using
non-archimedean analytification [Ray94]. Baker and Rabinoff extend this construction to
valued bases of rank 1 that are not necessarily discretely valued (see also [Lu¨t16]), as well as
give a tropical interpretation of the monodromy pairing [BR15]. The construction presented
here is, of course, closely related to those and is more general only in the following senses:
the logarithmic structures on the base are fine and saturated, but are otherwise arbitrary,
which in particular permits valuative bases of rank greater than 1; the construction of the
logarithmic monodromy pairing depends only on the central fiber of a degeneration and its
logarithmic structure (these data might reasonably be called the logarithmic general fiber),
which are determined by, but contain strictly less information than, the analytic general
fiber of the degeneration.
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2. Logarithmic 1-motifs
We recall that the logarithmic multiplicative group, Glog, is the functor on logarithmic
schemes given by Glog(X) = Γ(X,M
gp
X ).
Let S be a logarithmic scheme. By a logarithmic torus over S, we will mean a group-
valued functor on logarithmic schemes over S of the form Hom(X,Glog), where X is a sheaf
of abelian groups on S that is locally finitely generated and free. A logarithmic semiabelian
variety is an extension of an abelian variety (with strict logarithmic structure, relative to S)
by a logarithmic torus. In this paper, a logarithmic 1-motif will be the strictly commutative
2-group quotient of a logarithmic semiabelian variety by a sheaf of lattices.
Remark 2.1. This definition is not the correct one if one wants to allow logarithmic 1-motifs
to vary in families with non-constant degeneracy. In order to be able to algebraize formal
deformations, we need a condition like [KKN08b, 3.1]. However, every logarithmic 1-motif
(with constant degeneracy) in the sense of [KKN08b] induces one in the sense defined here,
so we omit discussion of [KKN08b, 3.1].
If G is a semiabelian variety with torus part T = Hom(X,Gm) then the inclusion Gm →
Glog induces T → T
log = Hom(X,Glog), and therefore G → G
log by pushout. This de-
termines a functor from the category of semiabelian varieties over S to the category of
logarithmic semiabelian varieties over S.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a semiabelian scheme over S and let Z be a sheaf of torsion-free
abelian groups over S. Then we have
(2.1) Hom(A,Z) = Ext1(A,Z) = 0
Proof. We have Hom(A,Z) = 0 since A has connected fibers and Z has discrete fibers.
Suppose that E is an extension of A by Z. Splittings of E, if they exist, form a torsor
under Hom(A,Z), which we have just seen to vanish. Splittings are therefore unique if they
exist and the existence of a splitting is a local question.
We show first that the underlying torsor of E over A is trivial. By proper base change, this
assertion can be verified after base change to the geometric points of A. We can therefore
assume that S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field, in which case A is regular and
Z is a discrete abelian group. The underlying Z-torsor of E is therefore trivial by [Gro72c,
Proposition 5.1].
Choosing a trivialization of E as a torsor, the extension is described by a map A×S A→ Z
describing the addition law on E ≃ A × Z. Any map A×S A → Z is necessarily locally
constant, since A×S A has connected fibers over S. Adjusting the trivialization of the
underlying torsor of E by the same local constant, we obtain an isomorphism between Z
and A× Z, as an extension. 
Proposition 2.3. Every logarithmic semiabelian variety is induced from a semiabelian va-
riety, unique up to unique isomorphism.
Proof. Let A be an abelian variety and let X be a sheaf of lattices. We use the following
exact sequence:
Hom(A,Hom(X,Glog/Gm))→ Ext
1(A,Hom(X,Gm))
→ Ext1(A,Hom(X,Glog))→ Ext
1(A,Hom(X,Glog/Gm))
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Over any logarithmic S-scheme T , a morphism A → Hom(X,Glog/Gm) corresponds to
a section of Hom(X,M gpT ) over A, which is necessarily zero by Lemma 2.2. Likewise,
an extension restricts to an extension of A by Hom(X,MgpT ), which is uniquely split by
Lemma 2.2. Since the splitting is unique, it commutes with base change, which implies that
Ext1(A,Hom(X,Glog/Gm)) = 0 as well. 
Let G be a logarithmic semiabelian variety and let Galg be its underlying semiabelian
variety. We define Gtrop to be the quotient G/Galg. If the toric part of G is Hom(X,Glog),
then Gtrop = Hom(X,Glog/Gm).
Suppose that G is a logarithmic semiabelian variety whose toric part has character lattice
X . Let Y be a sheaf of lattices over S, and Y → G be a homomorphism. This induces
a homomorphism Y → Gtrop and therefore a pairing X ⊗ Y → Glog/Gm, to be denoted
〈x, y〉 on local sections x of X and y of Y . This pairing will turn out to be the logarithmic
monodromy pairing.
Proposition 2.4. For logarithmic 1-motifs [G/Y ] and [G′/Y ′], the morphisms [G/Y ] →
[G′/Y ′] are the same as the morphisms of complexes [Y → G]→ [Y ′ → G′].
Proof. Suppose that [G/Y ] → [G′/Y ′] is a homomorphism. The choices of lift of the com-
posed homomorphism G→ [G′/Y ′] to G→ G′ form a pseudotorsor on S under Hom(G, Y ′).
By Lemma 2.2, we have Hom(G, Y ′) = 0, so lifts are unique if they exist, and the existence
of a lift is a local question in S.
The obstruction to finding a lift is the extension of G by Y ′ obtained by pullback from
G→ [G′/Y ′]. By Lemma 2.2, all such extensions are uniquely split. 
The proposition implies that logarithmic 1-motifs form a category, and not merely a 2-
category.
Let M = [Y → G] be a logarithmic 1-motif, where G is an extension of the abelian variety
A by the logarithmic semiabelian variety T = Hom(X,Glog). We give M the following
filtration, called the weight filtration:
W−1M = T
W0M = G(2.2)
W1M = M
The following are the graded pieces of this filtration:
gr−1W = T
gr0W = A
gr1W = BY
3. Variegated extensions
We recall the theory of variegated extensions (extensions panache´es) from [Gro72b, 9.3],
with a few complements. Fix sheaves of groups P , Q, and R and extensions (3.1) and (3.2):
0→ P → F → R→ 0(3.1)
0→ R→ E → Q→ 0(3.2)
A variegated extension of E by F is a sheaf of abelian groupsW with a 3-step filtration (3.3)
W =W1 ⊃W0 ⊃W−1 ⊃ 0
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and identifications of the extensions (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, with (3.3) and (3.4):
0→ W−1 →W0 → W0/W−1 → 0(3.3)
0→W0/W−1 →W1/W−1 → W1/W0 → 0(3.4)
In other words, a variegated extension of E by F is a commutative diagram (3.5), with exact
rows and columns, and P =W−1, F =W0, W =W1:
(3.5)
0

0

0 // P //

P //

0

0 // F //

W //

Q //

0
0 // R //

E //

Q //

0
0 0 0
A variegated extension of strictly commutative 2-groups is defined the same way, with
exact sequences and filtrations interpreted appropriately. We will later be interested in
variegated extensions of strictly commutative 2-groups in which Q = BY is the classifying
space of a sheaf of abelian groups, and P and R are both sheaves of abelian groups. In that
case, we can rotate the sequence E and (3.5) is equivalent to a cross:
(3.6)
0

0

0 //

P //

P //

0
0 // Y //

F //

W //

0
0 // Y //

R //

E //

0
0 0 0
The reader who would prefer not to work explicitly with strictly commutative 2-groups may
translate our arguments in terms of (3.6).
It is immediate from the 5-lemma that variegated extensions form a groupoid. The
groupoid of variegated extensions of E by F will be denoted ExtPan(E, F ).
Remark 3.1. If R = 0, there is a canonical identification ExtPan(E, F ) = Ext1(Q,P ).
There is a canonical action of Ext1(Q,P ) on ExtPan(E, F ), by Baer sum. More precisely,
given an extension (3.7),
(3.7) 0→ P → X → Q→ 0
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we may combine (3.7) with (3.5) to obtain (3.8):
(3.8)
0

0

0 // P ⊕ P

P ⊕ P //

0

0 // F ⊕ P //

W ⊕X //

Q⊕Q // 0
0 // R //

E ⊕Q //

Q⊕Q

// 0
0 0 0
The rows and columns are still exact. We now push out along the codiagonal P ⊕ P → P
and pull back along the diagonal Q→ Q⊕Q to obtain a new variegated extension W ′ of E
by F .
Proposition 3.2. The variegated extensions of E by F form a torsor under Ext1(Q,P ).
Proof. Suppose thatW andW ′ are variegated extensions of E by F . We form their difference
W ′ −W , as follows. First, assemble the commutative diagram (3.9) with exact rows and
columns (the variegated extension W ⊕W ′ of E ⊕ E by F ⊕ F ):
(3.9)
0

0

0 // P ⊕ P

P ⊕ P //

0

0 // F ⊕ F //

W ⊕W ′ //

Q⊕Q // 0
0 // R ⊕R //

E ⊕E //

Q⊕Q //

0
0 0 0
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We now pull back along the diagonal map on the bottom row and push out along the
difference map on the left column. The result is a diagram (3.9):
(3.10)
0

0

0 // P P //

0

0 // P //

X //

Q // 0
0 // Q

Q //

0
0 0
This is simply an extension W ′ −W of Q by P .
This defines a morphism ExtPan(E, F )2 → Ext1(Q,P ) sending (W,W ′) toW ′−W . It re-
mains to see that this construction induces an equivalence ExtPan(E, F )2 → ExtPan(E, F )×
Ext1(Q,P ) by the formula (W,W ′) 7→ (W,W ′ −W ).
It will help to recognize the above construction in two steps: first we pull back W ⊕W ′
along the diagonal E → E ⊕ E; the result is a variegated extension of E by F ′, where F ′
is the pullback of F ⊕ F along the diagonal R → R ⊕ R; then we push this extension out
along F ′ → P ∗, were P ∗ is the extension (3.11),
(3.11) 0→ P → P → 0→ 0
using the map that restricts to the difference map P ⊕ P → P . The result is a variegated
extension of Q∗ by P ∗, where Q∗ is the extension (3.12):
(3.12) 0→ 0→ Q→ Q→ 0
We then observe that ExtPan(Q∗, P ∗) = Ext1(Q,P ) by Remark 3.1.
The sum W + X is defined similarly: we first pull back along the diagonal E → E ⊕ E
and then push out along F ′ → P ∗, this time by the addition map P ⊕ P → P .
The map ExtPan(E, F )2 → ExtPan(E, F ) × Ext1(Q,P ) can now be understood as
pullback along the identity E ⊕ E → E ⊕ E, followed by pushout along P ⊕ P → P ⊕ P
given by the matrix
(
1 −1
0 1
)
. The action map is given similarly, this time by the matrix(
1 1
0 1
)
, which is of course the inverse. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.3. Given extensions E and F as above, the obstruction to finding a variegated
extension E by F is the cup product F ∪ E ∈ Ext2(Q,P ).
Proof. The cup product F ∪ E is the complex (3.13):
(3.13) 0→ P → F → E → Q→ 0
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Splittings of this sequence are butterflies:1
(3.14)
0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃ 0
0 // P // P
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
0 // Q //
@@        
Q // 0
W
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
0 // P // F //
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
E //
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃ Q
// 0
0
@@        
0
We leave it to the reader to rearrange this diagram into the form (3.5) to make clear that
W is a variegated extension of E by F . 
If ϕ : C → C ′ is an exact functor between abelian categories, or an exact functor between
2-categories of strictly commutative 2-groups over different sites, and E and F are exact
sequences in C , as above, then we have a functor:
(3.15) ExtPanC (E, F )→ ExtPanC ′(ϕE, ϕF )
The various manifestations of the monodromy pairing that we will encounter in subsequent
sections all represent the obstructions to lifting a variegated extension of ϕE by ϕF to one
of E by F . Provided that Ext2C (E, F ) = 0, there is at least one variegated extension of E
by F in ExtPanC (E, F ) and by the choice of one, we may identify u : ExtPanC (E, F ) ≃
Ext1C (Q,P ) and v : ExtPanC ′(ϕE, ϕF ) ≃ Ext
1
C ′(Q,P ). The functor ϕ induces a mor-
phism (3.16)
(3.16) ϕ : Ext1
C
(E, F )→ Ext1
C ′
(ϕE, ϕF )
The functor (3.16) is compatible with the actions of Ext1 on ExtPan, and therefore com-
mutes with the identifications u and v. It follows that the obstruction to lifting a variegated
extension of ϕE by ϕF lies canonically in the quotient (3.17) (which we construct as a stack):
(3.17) Ext1
C ′
(ϕE, ϕF )
/
Ext1
C
(E, F )
Moreover, the obstruction in (3.17) is canonical, so that, by descent, only the local vanishing
of Ext2(Q,P ) is necessary to produce an obstruction in (3.17).
4. The logarithmic monodromy pairing
Let M = [Y → G] be a logarithmic 1-motif, where G is an extension of the abelian variety
A by the logarithmic semiabelian variety T = Hom(X,Glog).
1This is implicit in [Gro72a, 3.1], and more explicit (in a nonabelian context) in [AN09], which is also the
source of the term.
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Let Elog and F log be the following extensions, deduced from the weight filtration:
0→ T → G→ A→ 0(F log)
0→ G/T →M/T → BY → 0(Elog)
Then the weight filtration gives M the structure of a variegated extension of Elog by F log.
By Proposition 2.3, the extension Elog is induced from a unique extension Ealg:
(Ealg) 0→ T alg → Galg → A→ 0
We set F alg = F log. Denote by Etrop and F trop the following two trivial extensions:
0→ T/T alg → G/Galg → 0→ 0(F trop)
0→ 0→ [M/G]→ BY → 0(Etrop)
We note that T/T alg = Hom(X,Glog/Gm). We have an exact sequence:
0→ ExtPan(Ealg, F alg)→ ExtPan(Elog, F log)→ ExtPan(Etrop, F trop)
It follows that the obstruction to lifting A to a variegated extension of Ealg by F is the
induced variegated extension of Etrop by F trop. On the other hand, gr0W
trop = 0, so we have
a canonical identification (4.1):
(4.1) ExtPan(Etrop, F trop) = Ext1(BY,Hom(X,Glog/Gm))
= Hom(Y,Hom(X,Glog/Gm)) = Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog/Gm)
The image of the variegated extension M trop is therefore a pairing X×Y → Glog/Gm, called
the logarithmic monodromy pairing.
Theorem 4.1. The monodromy pairing of a logarithmic abelian variety with constant de-
generation coincides with the pairing defined in Section 2.
Proof. Under the identifications (4.1), the class of M trop is the extension (4.2):
(4.2) 0→ Hom(X,Glog/Gm)→ M
trop → BY → 0
Up to rotation, this is exactly the sequence induced from the pairing defined in Section 2. 
In order to state the following corollary, we recall the definition of the tropical intersection
pairing (or edge length pairing) of a tropical curve [Gro72b, 12.4]. Suppose that X is a
tropical curve, metrized by a monoid M (see [MW18]). We take ZE to be the free abelian
group of oriented edges, with the convention that −e denotes e with its orientation reversed.
Then the tropical intersection pairing on X is the homomorphism
(4.3) ∂ : ZE × ZE → M
defined on the basis of oriented edges by the following formula:
(4.4) ∂(e).f =
{
ℓ(e) e = f
0 else
We also consider the tropical intersection pairing as a homomorphism
∂ : ZE → Hom(ZE ,M)
and we use the same symbol to denote its restriction to H1(X) ⊂ Z
E .
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Corollary 4.2. Suppose that A is the logarithmic Jacobian of a family of proper, vertical
logarithmic curves X over S with constant degeneracy. Then the monodromy pairing of A
is the tropical intersection pairing of X.
Proof. By the proof of [MW18, Theorem 4.15.7], the extension (4.2) is given by the tropical
intersection pairing. 
5. The torsion realization
In this section, we will have to go back and forth between the logarithmic flat topology
(or the Kummer logarithmic flat topology, if one prefers) and the strict flat topology. It will
be important that logarithmic abelian varieties are not divisible in the strict flast topology.
Proposition 5.1. Logarithmic abelian varieties are locally divisible in the logarithmic flat
topology on the base.
Proof. A logarithmic abelian variety is a quotient of an extension of an abelian variety by a
logarithmic torus, Hom(X,Glog), which is an extension of Hom(X,Glog/Gm) by an algebraic
torus. Quotients of divisible groups are divisible, and abelian varieties and algebraic tori are
locally divisible in the strict flat topology, so it remains to see that Hom(X,Glog/Gm) is
locally divisible in the logarithmic flat topology. This follows from the fact that Kummer
extensions are covers in the logarithmic flat topology: a homomorphism X → M gpS is the
n-th multiple of a homomorphism X → 1
n
M gpS and the logarithmic schemes f : S
′ → S with
a factorization of f−1MgpS → M
gp
S′ through
1
n
f−1MgpS form a cover in the logarithmic flat
topology. 
Passing to n-torsion subgroups is exact for divisible groups, so the filtration (2.2) induces
a filtration (5.1)
W−1M [n] = T [n] = T
alg[n] = Hom(X, µn)
W0M [n] = G[n] = G
alg[n](5.1)
W1M [n] = M [n]
with the following graded pieces:
gr−1W [n] = Hom(X, µn)
gr0W [n] = A[n]
gr1W [n] = n
−1Y/Y ≃ Y/nY
We introduce a subscript n to denote the cokernel of the multiplication by n map, so that
gr1M [n] = Yn.
Furthermore, M [n] has the structure of a variegated extension of E[n] by F [n]:
0→ T [n]→ G[n]→ A[n]→ 0(F [n])
0→ A[n]→M [n]/T [n]→ Yn → 0(E[n])
Note that, in contrast to the filtration (2.2), the filtration (5.1) is an honest filtration, in the
sense that WiM ⊂ Wi+1M for all i.
Let Λ be the ring Z/nZ. Both of the exact sequences E[n] and F [n] are pulled back from
exact sequences on the strict flat site of S. Since Ext2fppf,Λ(Yn,Hom(X, µn)) = 0, there is at
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least one variegated extension of E[n] by F [n] on the strict flat site of S, and therefore the
obstruction to descending M [n] to the strict flat site is its class in the quotient
(5.2) Ω = Ext1log.fppf,Λ(Yn,Hom(Xn, µn))
/
Ext1fppf,Λ(Yn,Hom(Xn, µn))
= Ext1log.fppf,Λ(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn)
/
Ext1fppf,Λ(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn)
To calculate the class of the variegated extension M [n], we relate it to the variegated
extension A using the following commutative diagram:
0

0

0

Hom(X ⊗ Y,Gm)
[n]
//

Hom(X ⊗ Y,Gm) //

Ext1fppf,Λ(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn) //

0
Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog)
[n]
//

Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog) //

Ext1Λ,log.fppf(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn) //

0
Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog/Gm)
[n]
//

Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog/Gm)

//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ Ω

// 0
0 0 0
All of the entries in the diagram may be regarded as sheaves in the strict flat site of S. In
particular, we compute the quotients Glog/Gm in the strict flat site.
The diagram allows us to identify the obstruction group (5.2) with the quotient (5.3):
(5.3) Hom
(
X ⊗ Y,Glog/Gm
)
n
= Hom
(
X ⊗ Y, (Glog/Gm)n
)
Moreover, the map (5.4)
(5.4) Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog/Gm)→ Hom
(
X ⊗ Y, (Glog/Gm)n
)
is reduction modulo n, so the obstruction in (5.2) is the reduction of the logarithmic mon-
odromy pairing modulo n. We have proved the following proposition:
Proposition 5.2. Under the identification of (5.2) and (5.3), the class of the variegated
extension M [n] is the reduction of the logarithmic monodromy pairing modulo n.
Completing at a prime ℓ, we obtain an obstruction to descending the variegated extension
of Eℓ by Fℓ to the strict flat site in (5.5):
(5.5) Ext1log.fppf,Zℓ(Xℓ ⊗ Yℓ, µℓ∞)
/
Ext1fppf,Zℓ(Xℓ ⊗ Yℓ, µℓ∞) = Hom
(
Xℓ ⊗ Yℓ, (Glog/Gm)ℓ
)
Corollary 5.3. Under the identification (5.5), the class of the variegated extension Aℓ is
the completion at ℓ of the logarithmic monodromy pairing.
6. The e´tale realization
We reconsider the calculation of Section 5 under the additional assumption that n is
invertible in OS. We may now work in the logarithmic e´tale (or even Kummer e´tale) and
the strict e´tale topologies instead of the logarithmic flat and strict flat topologies.
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Since Xn and Yn are locally free Λ-modules, any extension of Xn⊗ Yn, in either the strict
or logarithmic e´tale topology is determined entirely by the action of πe´t1 (S) or π
log.e´t
1 (S),
respectively. The obstruction to descending a πlog.e´t1 (S) action to a π
e´t
1 (S)-action is the
action of the logarithmic inertia group, I, which fits into a locally split exact sequence:
1→ I → πlog.e´t1 (S)→ π
e´t
1 (S)→ 1
The logarithmic inertia group operates trivially on Xn, Yn, and µn, so the action of I on an
extension of Xn ⊗ Yn by µn is given by a homomorphism (6.1):
(6.1) I → Hom(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn)
Any such homomorphism factors through the maximal n-torsion quotient
(6.2) In ≃ Hom(n
−1M gpS /M
gp
S , µn) ≃ Hom(M
gp
S , µn)
of I. Therefore the homomorphism (6.1) lies in
(6.3) Hom
(
Hom(M gpS , µn),Hom(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn)
)
= Hom
(
Xn ⊗ Yn, (Glog/Gm)n
)
In order to proceed, we must calculate the action of In = Hom(M
gp
S , µn) on Glog(T ) when
T is finite and Kummer e´tale over S. Suppose that α ∈ Glog(T ) = Γ(T,M
gp
T ) and α
n lies in
the logarithmic structure of T pulled back from S. Then an element g ∈ Hom(M gpS , µn) acts
α by the formula
(6.4) g.α = g(α)α
where α is the image of α in M gpT .
Proposition 6.1. Under the identifications (6.1) and (6.3), the image of the variegated
extension M [n] is the reduction of the pairing constructed in (4.1).
Proof. We wish to show that the identifications of the obstruction group (5.2) with homo-
morphisms (6.3) given in this section and in the last coincide. The assertion is local in the
strict e´tale topology, so we may assume that Xn, Yn, and µn are all constant sheaves on S.
We now have a commutative diagram with exact columns:
0

0

Hom(X ⊗ Y,Gm) //

Ext1e´t,Λ(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn)

Hom(πe´t1 (S),Hom(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn))

Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog) //

Ext1log.e´t,Λ(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn) Hom(π
log.e´t
1 (S),Hom(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn))

Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog/Gm)

//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ Hom(I,Hom(Xn ⊗ Yn, µn))

0 0
We choose a lift ∂˜ of the logarithmic monodromy pairing ∂ to Hom(X ⊗ Y,Glog). Then the
image of ∂˜ in Hom(πlog.e´t1 (S), µn) is the obstruction to lifting this pairing along [n] : Glog →
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Glog. We can choose such a lift α locally in the logarithmic e´tale topology, and the action
of g ∈ In = Hom(M
gp
S , µn) on α : X ⊗ Y →M
gp
S′ is by (6.5):
(6.5) g.α = g(nα)α
Note that α ∈ n−1M gpS ∩ M
gp
S′ . But α = n
−1∂, by assumption, so the homomorphism
Xn ⊗ Yn → (Glog/Gm)n corresponding by (6.3) to the image of ∂ is the reduction of ∂
modulo n. 
7. The Betti realization
In this section, we will apply the realization functor of [KKN08c, KKN08a]. We work
over C and write SKN for the Kato–Nakayama space of a logarithmic scheme S. While
a logarithmic abelian variety is not a logarithmic scheme, it still has a well-defined Kato–
Nakayama space. One may construct it by evaluating Hom(P,A), where P is the logarithmic
scheme SpecC, with the logarithmic structure R≥0 × S
1(1) (where S1(1) = R(1)/Z(1) =
iR/2πiZ), the homomorphism
ε : R≥0 × S
1(1)→ C
given by ε(λ, µ) = λµ. The topology on SKN is the weakest so that every local section of OS
determines a continuous map to C and every local section of MgpS determines a continuous
map to R≥0 × S
1(1).
Example 7.1. The associated group of R≥0× S
1(1) is S1(1), so the Kato–Nakayama space
of Glog is S
1(1). This implies that the map GKNm → G
KN
log is surjective, with kernel R>0.
Proposition 7.2. Taking the Kato–Nakayama space transforms universal surjections to
surjections.
Proof. Suppose that f : X → Y is a universal surjection of logarithmic schemes. We argue
that XKN → Y KN is surjective. Since formation of the Kato–Nakayama space commutes
with base change, we may assume that the underlying scheme of Y is SpecC. Then Y KN =
Hom(M gpY , S
1(1)). This is unchanged by changing base to a larger logarithmic structure
M ′Y that is valuative, so we may assume Y is valuative. Choose a point x of X . Then
MY → MX,x is a sharp homomorphism of valuative monoids, so it is injective. Therefore
the map
xKN = Hom(MX,x, S
1(1))→ Hom(MY , S
1(1)) = Y KN
is surjective. Since xKN ⊂ XKN, this implies XKN → Y KN is surjective, as required. 
Since taking the Kato–Nakayama space is left exact by definition, the proposition implies
that the filtration (2.2) induces a filtration (7.1) on AKN:
W−1M
KN = TKN = Hom(X,GKNlog ) = Hom(X,S
1(1))
W0M
KN = GKN(7.1)
W1M
KN = MKN(7.2)
It also gives AKN the structure of a variegated extension of EKN by FKN over SKN:
0→ TKN → GKN → AKN → 0(FKN)
0→ AKN → AKN/Y → BY KN → 0(EKN)
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We note that these sequences are induced from sequences Ean and F an on San:
0→ T an → Gan → Aan → 0(F an)
0→ Aan → Aan/Y an → BY an → 0(Ean)
Here T an = Hom(X,Ganm ) = Hom(X,C
∗).
Let Ext1SKN(−,Z) and Ext
1
San(−,Z) denote, respectively, the presheaves of extensions by
Z over SKN and San. We note that for a connected input, Hom(−,Z) is trivial, so that
Ext1(−,Z) is in fact a sheaf in that case.
Lemma 7.3. We have vanishings (7.3) and (7.4):
Ext2SKN(A
KN,Z) = Ext2San(A
an,Z) = 0(7.3)
Ext2SKN(BY
KN,Z) = Ext2San(BY
an,Z) = 0(7.4)
Proof. In the case of (7.3), this is because A is a family of abelian varieties, so Aan and AKN
are families of complex tori, over San and SKN, respectively. In the case of (7.4), we identify
Ext2(BY,−) with Ext1(Y,−), which vanishes because Y is locally free. 
Lemma 7.4. We have canonical, compatible isomorphisms (7.5) and (7.6):
Ext1San(G
an
m ,Z) = Z(−1)(7.5)
Ext1SKN(G
KN
log ,Z) = Z(−1)(7.6)
Proof. These are immediate from the exact sequences (7.7) and (7.8) and the vanishing of
Exti(C,Z) and Exti(R,Z) for all i:
0→ Z(1)→ Gana → G
an
m → 0(7.7)
0→ Z(1)→ R(1)→ GKNlog → 0(7.8)

Applying Ext1(−,Z) and the two lemmas, we obtain the following list of exact sequences,
the former two inducing the latter two:
0→ Ext1(Aan,Z)→ Ext1(Gan,Z)→ Xan(−1)→ 0(Ext1(F an,Z))
0→ Hom(Y an,Z)→ Ext1(Aan/Y an,Z)→ Ext1(Aan,Z)→ 0(Ext1(Ean,Z))
0→ Ext1(AKN,Z)→ Ext1(GKN,Z)→ XKN(−1)→ 0(Ext1(FKN,Z))
0→ Hom(Y KN,Z)→ Ext1(AKN/Y KN,Z)→ Ext1(AKN,Z)→ 0(Ext1(EKN,Z))
We also have a variegated extension Ext1(MKN,Z) of Ext1(FKN,Z) by Ext1(EKN,Z). As
usual, this determines a class in (7.9):
(7.9) Ext1SKN(X
KN(−1),Hom(Y KN,Z))
/
Ext1San(X
an(−1),Hom(Y an,Z))
Since X , Y , and Z are all locally free sheaves, all such extensions are determined by the
actions of the fundamental groups. We may therefore identify the quotient with actions of
the inertia group I = ker(π1(S
KN) → π1(S
an)) = Hom(MgpS ,Z(1)). We therefore obtain a
homomorphism (7.10):
(7.10) Hom(M gpS ,Z(1))→ Hom(X(−1)⊗ Y,Z)
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Equivalently, it is a pairing (7.11):
(7.11) X ⊗ Y →M gpS
Proposition 7.5. The pairing (7.11) coincides with the logarithmic monodromy pairing.
Proof. We introduce the following commutative diagram:
0

0

HomS(X ⊗ Y,Gm)
an //

Ext1San(X ⊗ Y,Z(1))

HomS(X ⊗ Y,Glog)
an //

ρ∗Ext
1
SKN(X ⊗ Y,Z(1))

HomS(X ⊗ Y,Glog/Gm)
an ∼ //❴❴❴

HomSan(I,HomSan(X ⊗ Y,Z(1)))

0 0
Here ρ denotes the projection from SKN to San.
The sequence on the left is the one used to construct the monodromy pairing in Section 4,
and the one on the right is the one used to construct the pairing (7.11). The horizontal maps
are cup product with the extensions (7.7) and (7.8).
Let ∂ : X ⊗ Y → Glog/Gm be the logarithmic monodromy pairing. Choose a local lift,
∂˜ : X ⊗ Y → Glog. This induces ∂˜
KN : X ⊗ Y → GKNlog = S
1(1). Now choose a local lift
ψ : X ⊗ Y → R(1) of ∂˜KN. Traversing a loop γ : M gpS → Z(1) in I replaces this lift with
ψ + γ ◦ ∂. Therefore the monodromy homomorphism I → Hom(X ⊗ Y,Z(1)) sends γ to
γ ◦ ∂, and the monodromy pairing of Section 4 coincides with (7.11). 
8. The Hodge realization
We continue to work over C. When we encounter extensions in what follows, we will mean
extensions of sheaves of abelian groups on the category (smfs/S)log of fine, saturated, loga-
rithmic analytic spaces over SKN that are locally the Kato–Nakayama spaces of logarithmic
analytic spaces that are logarithmically smooth over San.
Let ρ denote projection from the Kato–Nakayama space to the analytification. There is
a sheaf of rings Olog on (smfs/S)log that restricts to OlogZ on Z
KN, as defined in [KN99].
Let C denote the constant sheaf with fiber C. By the logarithmic Poincare´ lemma [KN99,
Theorem (3.8)], we have an exact sequence (8.1) on (smfs/S)log:
(8.1) 0→ C→ Olog → Ωlogcl → 0
Here, Ωlogcl ⊂ Ω
log is the the subsheaf of closed logarithmic 1-forms.
By the properness and connectedness of GKN over SKN, we have HomSKN(G
KN,Olog) =
HomSKN(G
KN,C) = 0. It follows that HomSKN(M
KN,Olog) = HomSKN(M
KN,C) = 0 as well
and therefore that the sequence (8.1) induces an exact sequence (8.2):
(8.2)
0→ HomSKN(A
KN,Ωlogcl )→ Ext
1
SKN(A
KN,C)→ Ext1SKN(A
KN,Olog)→ Ext1(AKN,Ωlogcl )
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Lemma 8.1. We have Ext1SKN(A
KN,Ωlogcl ) = 0.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence (8.3):
(8.3) 0→ Y → GKN →MKN → 0
Since Y is locally free over SKN, we have Ext1(Y,Ωlogcl ) = 0. As Y is discrete, the map (8.4)
is an isomorphism:
(8.4) HomSKN(Y,C)→ HomSKN(Y,O
log)
Therefore Ext1(MKN,Ωlogcl )→ Ext
1(GKN,Ωlogcl ) is an isomorphism.
Now consider the exact sequence (8.5):
(8.5) 0→ TKN → GKN → AKN → 0
Applying Ext1SKN(−,Ω
log
cl ), we have an exact sequence (8.6):
(8.6) Ext1SKN(A
KN,Ωlogcl )→ Ext
1
SKN(G
KN,Ωlogcl )→ Ext
1
SKN(T
KN,Ωlogcl )
On TKN = Hom(X,S1(1)), local sections of X give maps TKN → S1(1). We may iden-
tify Olog on TKN as the sheaf OSKN [logX ] generated by the logarithms of these sections.
The quotient Ωlogcl is OSKN [logX ]d logX . This is locally in S
an a direct sum of copies of
OSKN [logX ] = OSKN ⊗C C[logX ]. The monodromy action on C[logX ] is surjective, so
Ext1SKN(Hom(X,S
1(1)),Ωlogcl ) = 0.
We now argue that Ext1SKN(A
KN,Ωlogcl ) = 0. Locally in S
an, we may choose a uniformization
Aan ≃ V/L, where V is a complex vector bundle over San and L is a lattice. The vanishing of
Ext1SKN(A
KN,Ωlogcl ) will be implied by the vanishing of Hom(L,Ωcl) and of Ext
1(V,Ωcl). The
former vanishes because L is discrete and locally free (as with Y above), so Hom(L,C) =
Hom(L,Olog) and Ext1SKN(L,−) = 0. For the vanishing of Ext
1
SKN(V
KN,Ωlogcl ), it suffices to
see that Ext2SKN(V
KN,C) = Ext1SKN(V
KN,O) = 0. We have Ext2(V KN,C) = 0 because V KN
is locally contractible over SKN and C is discrete. Sections of Ext1SKN(V
KN,Olog) correspond
to extensions of V KN by GKNa , all of which have a vector bundle structure (take the tangent
space at the origin), hence are locally split. 
The lemma gives a 2-step filtration on Ext1SKN(M
KN,C):
F 0 = Ext1SKN(M
KN,C)
F 1 = HomSKN(M
KN,Ωlogcl )
It has the following graded pieces:
gr0 F = Ext
1
SKN(M
KN,Olog)
gr1 F = HomSKN(A
KN,Ωlogcl )
We may simplify the description of gr0 F using the following lemma:
Lemma 8.2. We have Hom(TKN,Olog) = Ext1(TKN,Olog) = 0.
Proof. We identify TKN = HomSKN(X
KN, S1(1)). The sheaf Olog restricts to OSKN [logX ] on
TKN. A section of Olog restricts to an invariant section of OSKN [logX ], hence to a section of
OSKN . But T
KN has connected fibers over SKN, so any such section is pulled back from SKN.
Therefore any morphism TKN → Olog over SKN must factor through SKN, and therefore any
homomorphism must be zero.
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It restricts to a OTKN = OSKN [logX ]-torsor on T
KN. Since homomorphisms TKN → Olog
vanish, we may work locally in SKN.
For extensions, we note that the underlying torsor of any extension of TKN by Olog is an
element of H1(TKN,OTKN). But OTKN = OSKN [logX ], so by the projection formula, we have
(8.7) H1(TKN,OTKN) = OSKN ⊗C H
1(TKN,C[logX ])
The sheaf C[logX ] is a local system, and the monodromy action of the fundamental group of
the fibers of TKN over SKN is surjective, so it follows that H1(TKN,OTKN) = 0. The structure
of an extension is therefore encoded in a morphism TKN×SKN T
KN → Olog, which we saw
above must be locally pulled back from SKN. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 that
all extensions split. 
This allows us to make the following observation:
gr0 F = Ext
1
SKN(M
KN/TKN,Olog) = Ext1SKN(A
KN/Y KN,Olog)
Noting that AKN/Y KN is pulled back from Aan/Y an on San, any such extension is, locally in
SKN, pulled back from an extension over San. Therefore we conclude:
gr0 F = Ext
1
San(A
an/Y an,Oan)
Now we compute the induced filtration F iExt1(grjW
KN,C), for each of the pieces grj W
KN
of the logarithmic monodromy filtration. We have gr−1W
KN = TKN = Hom(X,S1(1)).
Then monodromy around S1(1) acts surjectively on Olog and therefore H1(TKN,Olog) = 0.
It follows that F 1Ext1(gr−1W
KN,C) = Ext1(gr−1W
KN,C) = 0.
On the middle piece gr0W
KN = AKN, the filtration is the usual Hodge filtration on the
first cohomology of the complex abelian variety Aan.
On the last piece, gr1A
KN = BY KN, we have HomSKN(BY
KN,Ωlogcl ) = 0 and we calculate:
Ext1SKN(BY
KN,Olog) = HomSKN(Y
KN,Olog) = HomSKN(Y
KN,C)
We summarize these calculations in the following table:
F 0 F 1
W−1 Ext
1(MKN,C) Hom(Y,C) 0
W0 Ext
1(MKN,C) H1((Aab)an,C) H0((Aab)an,Ω1)
W1 Ext
1(MKN,C) X(−1)⊗C X(−1)⊗C
In the case where M is the logarithmic Jacobian of a logarithmic curve C obtained by a
1-parameter degeneration, we have X = Y = H = H1(C), where C is the dual graph of C.
In this case, the tropical intersection pairing H ⊗H → MS = Z is positive definite, and in
particular is nondegenerate. It follows that the monodromy homomorphism on the rational
cohomology
(8.8) gr1WQ = H(−1)⊗Q→ Hom(H,Q) = gr−1WQ
is an isomorphism. Thus W• and F
• describe the limiting mixed Hodge structure on
Ext1(MKN,Z).
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9. Picard–Lefschetz theory
In this section, we consider a smooth curve C over T , where T is a smooth, non-complete
algebraic curve. Let T be the regular completion of T and we assume that C is a semistable
extension of C to T . We give T the divisorial logarithmic structure. Let S be a point of
T − T , with the logarithmic structure induced from T .
In this case, the proof of [MW18, Theorem 4.15.7] shows that the logarithmic Jacobian
of CS over S is constructed with X = Y = H , where H = H1(X), and X is the dual graph
of the central fiber. The pairing ∂ : H ⊗H → M gpS = Z is the tropical intersection pairing
(see Section 4). As usual, we also regard ∂ as a homomoprhism H → Hom(H,Z) and as a
homomorphism Hn → Hom(Hn,Z/nZ).
We wish to describe the action of a loop in T around S on H1(C), for various cohomology
theories, in terms of the monodromy pairing. First we consider H1e´t(C, µn), where n is
invertible in OT . We may identify H
1
e´t(C, µn) with J [n], where J is the Jacobian of C
over T .
Let J denote the logarithmic Jacobian of C over T , and JS its restriction to S. Since
H1log.e´t(C, µn) = J [n] is a locally constant sheaf on the logarithmic e´tale site of T , it will
suffice to describe the monodromy action over S.
The exact sequence E[n] from Section 5 gives a surjective map JS[n] → H/nH that we
will denote α 7→ α. The exact sequence F [n] gives an inclusion Hom(H, µn) ⊂ JS[n].
Corollary 9.1. Let g be the image of γ ∈ πe´t1 (T ) under the projection π
e´t
1 (T ) → µn giving
the monodromy action on a t1/n, where t is a local parameter for T at S. The monodromy
action of γ on H1e´t(C, µn) is given by the following formula for α ∈ H
1
e´t(C, µn):
α 7→ α+ g∂(α)
Next, we consider the same question when T is an analytic disc. In this case, the universal
coefficients theorem implies that pullback along the Abel map induces an isomorphism:
Ext1(J,Z)→ H1(C,Z)
Therefore the monodromy action can be described by the action of π1(T ) on Ext
1(J,Z).
Since H1(CKN,Z) and Ext1(JKN,Z) are locally constant over TKN, and TKN is homotopy
equivalent to both SKN and to T , we may compute the monodromy action over SKN.
The exact sequences Ext1(FKN,Z) and Ext1(EKN,Z) from Section 7 induce homomor-
phisms:
Ext1(JKNS ,Z)→ H(−1) : α 7→ α
Hom(H,Z)→ Ext1(JKNS ,Z)
The monodromy pairing gives a homomorphism ∂ : H → Hom(H,Z).
Corollary 9.2. Let g ∈ Z(1) give the monodromy action of γ ∈ π1(T ) on log(t), where t
is a local parameter for T at S. The monodromy action of γ on H1(C,Z) is given by the
following formula:
α 7→ α+ g∂(α)
Remark 9.3. The formulas in Corollaries 9.1 and 9.2 are given in terms of the tropical edge
length pairing, not the intersection pairing on the cohomology. These are related, but we
require the principal polarization of the logarithmic Jacobian to describe the relationship.
This will be explained in another paper [MUWb].
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